TECHNICAL INFORMATION
DeCorten Rust - Metallic Paint with “Corten steel” effect.
DESCRIPTION
DECÒRTEN is a particular type of decorative paint that can be used both on interiors and
exteriors. It is applied on surfaces in concrete, plasterboard, wood, plastic, plaster. After first
applying an undercoat with WALL BASE 025 primer. On metal it is necessary to first degrease the
supporting structure and apply a coat of anti-rust.
To apply it on very porous or crumbly walls they should first be treated with a coat of CRIL-FIX
acrylic primer followed by a coat of WALL BASE 025 primer.
APPLICATION
- Protect all surfaces and nearby objects that should not be treated with DECÒRTEN.
- DECÒRTEN can be applied with a plastic spatula, paint roller or brush.
- Apply the first coat, leave it to dry and then apply the second coat.
- When the second coat begins to dry (dry to touch), spray DECÒRTEN OXIDANT A here and
there.
- After approx. 10-15 minutes, spray DECÒRTEN ACTIVATOR B and atomize uniformly all over
(protective gloves and goggles are advised).
- It is possible to increase the degree of oxidization by spraying several times on the supporting
structure already treated.
- When the support is completely dry, apply a coat of SILATOP COAT HYDRO protective final coat
which blocks the oxidizing effect and allows the surface to be cleaned easily, making the wall
water - repellent.
- Clean all tools immediately with water.
- Note that dappling, difference in tones and shading are natural characteristic of the process.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
PREPARATION: ready for use, mix well before using.
APPLICATION: paint roller, brush or spatula.
PACKAGING: available in drums of 1 Kg, 6 Kg, 22 Kg.
YIELD (on smooth surface): with 1 Kg you can treat 1.50-2.00 sq.m.
EXPIRY DATE: 24 months in cool, dry place with drum kept whole and sealed.
CLEANING: with water.
TEMPERATURE FOR USE: from +5°C to +35°C.
PROTECTION: mask, gloves and goggles.
PRECAUTIONS: avoid direct contact. Wash hands with soap and water.
SAFETY: non-flammable product. Class M-O.
DECÒRTEN 2
DECÒRTEN OXIDANT A
PREPARATION: ready for use.
APPLICATION: spray.
PACKAGING: available in drums of 1 LT, 5 LT, 25 LT.
YIELD: with 1 LT you can treat 8-10 sq.m.
EXPIRY DATE: 12 months in cool, dry place with drum kept whole and sealed.
TEMPERATURE FOR USE: from +5°C to +35°C.
PROTECTION: mask, gloves and goggles.
CHARACTERISTICS: slightly irritating and corrosive.
SAFETY: non-flammable product.
DECÒRTEN ACTIVATOR B
PREPARATION: ready for use.
APPLICATION: spray.
PACKAGING: available in drums of 1 LT, 5 LT, 25 LT.
YIELD: with 1 LT you can treat 6-8 sq.m.
EXPIRY DATE: 24 months in cool, dry place with drum kept whole and sealed.
TEMPERATURE FOR USE: from +5°C to +35°C.
PROTECTION: mask, gloves and goggles.

CHARACTERISTICS: slightly irritating and corrosive.
SAFETY: non-flammable product.

